Ordering adjectives

Grade 5 Adjectives Worksheet

Choose the correct order of adjectives.

_____ 1. A. a cotton, orange shirt  
   B. an orange, cotton shirt

   ___ 2. A. a beautiful, old woman  
   B. an old, beautiful woman

   ___ 3. A. an amazing, Floridian sunset  
   B. a Floridian, amazing sunset

   ___ 4. A. twelve shampoo, medium bottles  
   B. twelve medium, shampoo bottles

   ___ 5. A. two square, blue tables  
   B. two blue, square tables

   ___ 6. A. Italian, delicious meal  
   B. delicious, Italian meal

   ___ 7. A. a stinky, bathroom towel  
   B. a bathroom, stinky towel

   ___ 8. A. an ugly, old, yellow bus  
   B. an old, yellow, ugly bus

   ___ 9. A. a large, pretty blanket  
   B. a pretty, large blanket

   ___ 10. A. empty five trunks  
   B. five empty trunks

   ___ 11. A. three fun games  
   B. fun three games

   ___ 12. A. Chinese, small trucks  
   B. small, Chinese trucks

Adjectives follow this order:
- number
- opinion
- size
- shape
- age
- condition
- color
- pattern
- origin
- material
- purpose
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Answers

B 1. A. a cotton, orange shirt  B. an orange, cotton shirt

A 2. A. a beautiful, old woman  B. an old, beautiful woman

A 3. A. an amazing, Floridian sunset  B. a Floridian, amazing sunset

B 4. A. twelve shampoo, medium bottles  B. twelve medium, shampoo bottles

A 5. A. two square, blue tables  B. two blue, square tables

B 6. A. Italian, delicious meal  B. delicious, Italian meal

A 7. A. a stinky, bathroom towel  B. a bathroom, stinky towel

A 8. A. an ugly, old, yellow bus  B. an old, yellow, ugly bus

B 9. A. a large, pretty blanket  B. a pretty, large blanket

B 10. A. empty five trunks  B. five empty trunks

A 11. A. three fun games  B. fun three games

B 12. A. Chinese, small trucks  B. small, Chinese trucks